
Minnesota Nurses Association Proposal to North Memorial H ealth 
Care Management (current as of June 16, 2010) 

 
 

In an effort to engage in meaningful bargaining and to have open discussion about proposals, MNA 
unconditionally dropped a number of our original proposals.  We also told management that we were willing to 
reduce our proposal further, but that we needed them to engage in bargaining first. 
 

 Dropped leave of absence for Union activities. 
 Dropped our proposal on promotions, transfers, and new positions.   
 Dropped pilot program for an expedited arbitration process. 
 Modified health insurance f rom 95% to 90% . 
 Modified our staffing proposal. 
 W e told management that we are confident that wages are not the sticking point of these 

negotiations and we modified our proposal to 3.5% each year.   
 

North Memorial management has rejected each and every one of these proposals made by the MNA Bargaining 
Committee, without offering any alternatives.  We 
said that we were prepared and willing to bargain on each and every item.  We are prepared to modify our 
proposals as soon as management is willing to enter into discussion about the proposals.  We also have 
proposals these proposals:   

 
1. Educational Development: We propose that education time is separated from patient care time and done 

off of the floor.  We propose that education is scheduled quarterly in 4 or 8 hour blocks.  This proposal 
costs the hospital nothing. 

2. Emergency Preparedness for Disaster and Catastrophic Events:  This new article provides a 
framework for emergency response and establishes a voluntary emergency resource team ahead of a 
catastrophe.  This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

3. Infectious Diseases: We propose that the hospital follows the most stringent guidelines to protect the 
patients, the staff and the community they serve.  This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

4. Low Need Days and Layoff: We propose seniority should be honored fully and completely in any layoff.  
This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

5. Technology: We propose that nurses are not required to practice in any manner that places their 
professional nursing license in jeopardy and that technology does not replace clinical judgment. This 
proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

6. Successors and Assigns: This proposal provides that the contract protections follow the nurses in the event 
of a sale of the hospital.  This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

7. Bargaining Unit Protection/ K entucky River: Charge Nurses have always been a part of our Union and 
this proposal ensures us that the employer cannot challenge their standing within it. This proposal costs the 
hospital nothing. 

8. Bargaining Unit Protection: Our proposal provides for Nurses who are doing the work to continue to 
perform the work.  This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

9. Incorporation of Interim Agreements: We propose all understandings reached between the two parties 
are consistent with the contract.  This proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

10. Neutrality: O rganizing and E lection Procedures:  Our proposal provides a mechanism where "not yet 
union  Registered Nurses may form a union without interference or coercion from their employer.  This 
proposal costs the hospital nothing. 

  



North Memorial Health Care  

1. Eliminate the ability of nurses who work straight night shifts to choose between getting additional time 
off or a bonus.   

2. Eliminate the Loyalty 
$3,500.00 will be deleted.  

3. Force mandatory on-call on any RN whether you have it now or not.  The Hospital has proposed that 
with a 60 day notice they would be able to require RNs to start working on-call shifts.  So, no matter if 
you live close to the hospital or have day care issues or other commitments you could be required to 
take on-call shifts above your FTE.   

4. Eliminate paid sick leave for nurses who are not regularly scheduled 0.5 or more (40 or more hours per 
pay period).  This means that nurses who are 0.4 will no longer get sick leave. 

5. Force every nurse to take as many as 48 hours (six shifts at eight hours) as a Mandatory Low Need each 
year.  This proposal by the hospital doubles the number of Mandatory Low Need hours that nurses who 
work 0.7 or less can be required to take each year, and it means that nurses who work 0.8 or above will 
now be forced to take 48 hours of low need (currently they cannot be required to take mandatory low 
need).   

6. Eliminate a RNs ability to give away any shifts to casuals and you cannot give away shifts to other RNs 
unless your manager approves.        

7. Eliminate health insurance coverage for nurses who are not regularly scheduled 0.5 or more (40 or more 
hours per pay period).  If the hospita
insurance coverage at the hospital. 

8. Eliminate the MNA health insurance plans effective 1/1/11 & force anyone who wants health insurance 
to take the non-contract plans.  This change will result in higher co-pays and deductibles.  And, most 
importantly, they could change your deductibles, co-pays and co-insurance at any time without any 
negotiation or input from nurses.   

9. Eliminate, effective January 1, 2011, vacation for nurses who are not regularly scheduled 0.5 or more 
(40 or more hours per pay period).  This effort by the hospital means that nurses who are 0.4 will no 
longer get any vacation time. 

10. Eliminate the RNs right to reduce their work agreement.  Cannot reduce work agreement unless 
manger approves.   

11. Wage freeze (0% increase) on June 1st, 2010. 1% increase June 1st, 2011. 2% increase June 1st, 2012.   
12. The hospital is proposing a three year contract that goes until May 31, 2013. 
13. Eliminate the option of early retirement for RNs who are no longer able to keep working and reduce 

pension befits by 1/3.   


